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ABSTRACT
The rail link between Geneva Cornavin Station, Eaux-Vives Station and Annemasse (CEVA) is currently under
construction including a cut-and-cover tunnel built by slurry walls located in the alluvium of the Foron River.
The covered trench cuts the groundwater table flow which causes a rise of the water table on one side of the
tunnel. Thirty wells were built in order to convey water from the aquifer on one side of the tunnel to the other.
For each well, traditional pumping has been replaced by a self-priming multiphase siphon in order to lower
energy costs. The operating principle of the system is based on the sustaining of a free-surface vortex flow in
a vacuum chamber. In this way, the multiphase siphon is primed to allow water to be transferred from either
side of the tunnel. A physical model of the conveyance system has been constructed at a scale of 1:1 in order
to avoid scale effects from the presence of air water mixture and due to the free-surface vortices sensitivity to
scaling, particularly in a vacuum atmosphere. In this study, the results from the physical model are used to
validate a Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) numerical simulation of the complex flow conditions. The
DualSPHysics code is employed and the results presented herein regarding the depth discharge relationship
are encouraging for further application in vortex flows and such devices where conventional Eulerian
modelling approaches can be challenging. As far as the authors are aware, this is the first application of SPH
in simulating vortex chamber flows and the result bodes well for further application in this area.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional numerical simulations are nowadays widely used in hydraulics and fluid dynamics [1]. It
saves material, time and financial resources while at the same time, enables vast access to three-dimensional,
time dependent data for various flow processes. Students at the EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne) have the opportunity to learn how to simulate physical experiments with different methods and
software. One course called "Particle-based Methods" [2] delivered by Professor Mark Sawley of the
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mechanical engineering section, gives in-depth training on how to simulate experiments using DEM (Discrete
element method) or SPH (Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics) method. During this class in early 2018, two
students have chosen to apply SPH numerical modelling to free-surface vortex flows to verify its accuracy and
advantages in modelling such flow cases. The software "DualSPHysics" was employed and physical data from
a 1:1 scaled physical model was used to validate the simulation results. The physical model used for validation
is part of a study developed previously [3] for the CEVA project (Cornavin-Eaux-Vives-Annemasse) described
next.
This new rail double track link between Geneva main Cornavin Station, Eaux-Vives Station and Annemasse
(CEVA) [4] is currently under construction including a cut-and-cover tunnel built with slurry walls located in
the alluvium of the Foron River. Near Eaux-Vives Train Station, the rail line crosses the Foron River. The
impact of the tunnel on the hydrogeology was problematic where it acted as a cut-off for groundwater flow,
leading to differing levels of groundwater on either side of the tunnel. In order to restore groundwater
equilibrium, an innovative self-priming vortex siphon system was developed to transfer water over the tunnel
(see Figure 1 and Figure 2) [3]. This system avoids the need for pumps and thus saves energy costs for the
entire life of the tunnel.

Figure 1: Cross section of the CEVA tunnel with water transfer system

Figure 2: Installed prototype sealed vortex siphon (courtesy of BG)
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A vortex chamber is installed in the siphon circuit, where the multiphase conditions of the vortex flow permits
air transport from leaks, damaged pipes and potentially dissolved air which would otherwise suppress the
siphon if it was to perform as a single phase flow. The box containing the vortex chamber is sealed but can
have its inner pressure varied using a suction pump and air vent. The performance of the siphon is largely
dependent on the strength of the ability of the flow to entrain air and convey it down under various pressure
conditions. The design of the vortex chamber thus underwent numerous physical iterations in the projects
initial stages [3].
In order to avoid such costs in physical modelling in future studies, the purpose of this paper is to assess the
validity of applying smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) to vortex flows. Previous studies [5, 6] show
that, although it is possible to simulate free-surface vortices to within a respectable degree of accuracy using
Eulerian multiphase approaches, the time required during the meshing process, not to mention computational
power [5, 6] to perform the simulations is discouraging. On the other hand, the DualSPHysics SPH code has
been developed to study free-surface flow phenomena where Eulerian methods can be difficult to apply. It
uses a set of C++, CUDA and Java codes designed to deal with real-life engineering problems. The
DualSPHysics code was employed in this study for investigation where physical data for validation was
available from a full-scale model (Figure 3) of the system at the EPFL Laboratoire de Constructions
Hydrauliques (LCH). In addition, some aspects of the on-site installation will be presented in this study as
well.

Figure 3: Schematic of physical model installed at the Laboratoire de Constructions Hydrauliques at the EPFL
1.1 Physical Model
The physical model installation consists of a self-priming siphon at the top of an inverse U-shape pipe as
outlined in Figure 3. Two main tanks, with two mobile buckets, simulate the up- and down-stream reservoirs.
Mobile buckets are used to mimic the varying water level, resp. pressure on each sides of the tunnel which
represents the groundwater table in both reservoirs. The physical model was constructed at a scale of 1:1 to
avoid scale effects from to the presence of air water mixture and due to and to the free-surface vortex vortices
sensitivity to scaling [7] (viscosity and surface tension), particularly in a vacuum atmosphere.
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The key aspect of the system is the ‘sealed box’ which was designed using internal geometries to generate a
free-surface vortex [7]. As it can be seen on the Figure 4, the red area lead the water into the funnel while
creating a rotation of the fluid with an eccentric approach flow condition. The purpose of the vortex is to
permit the entrainment and transport of air coming from leaks and other sources.

Figure 1: Presence of a vortex at a discharge of 2.9 l/s

Figure 2: The vortex chamber

The water’s height above the funnel (distance h on Figure 5) has been measured for a range of discharges. The
relation between the discharge Q2 and the water height ℎ is plotted in Figure 6. The behavior of the flow can
be split into two distinct parts. By comparing the obtained results to existing hydraulic equations, Tulip (weir)
spillway equation and vortex equation [7], the physical data agrees well with the equations in each flow regime.

Figure 5: Water height above the funnel

Figure 6: Results of the model experiment

The main conclusions of the experiment are the two distinct behaviors for low and high discharge. The purpose
of this study is to simulate these conditions also with SPH and compare the results of the simulation with the
Figure 6. Several Benchmark studies have been performed in free surface hydraulic flows e.g. flow over a weir
[8] or very recently free surface jets impact [9]. As far as the authors are aware, this is the first application of
SPH in simulating free-surface vortex flows. The reason of this investigation is to prove credibility of the SPH
methodology by comparing the outcome to experimental results.

2.

SPH PRESENTATION
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SPH is a mesh-free Lagrangian simulation method initially developed to solve astrophysical problems in the
1970’s [10, 11, 12]. Nowadays, it can be applied to fluid dynamical problems and hydraulics applications such
as hydraulic machines and hydraulic structures [13]. The fluid is modelled as multiple discrete particles used
to represent the state and movement of the system [14]. Compared to a mesh-based simulation, SPH permits
simpler determination of free-surfaces, boundaries, moving interfaces and complex geometry as it can be
executed without a complex mesh. On the other hand, algorithms are not well-established and are usually
computationally intensive.
2.1 Mathematical model
As the fluid in SPH consists of numerous solid particles, density  is estimated using a weighted summation
given by the following equation [12]:
𝜌(𝒓) = ∑𝑏 𝑚𝑏 𝑊(𝒓 − 𝒓𝑏 , ℎ)

(1)

where W is a weight function called the smoothing kernel and has to be specified where the accuracy of density
is derived, h is a scale parameter determining the fall off rate of W. Each particle is represented by the index
b, thus mb is the mass of each particle and rb is its position in space.
Conservation laws of fluid dynamics are transformed to a suitable form using the kernel function. The
Momentum equation is given by:
𝑑𝒗
𝑑𝑡

1

= − 𝜌 ∇𝑃 + 𝒈 + 𝜞

(2)

Where g is the gravitational acceleration and Γ refers to dissipative terms. In DualSPHysics, viscosity can be
set using a predetermined, constant value given by the user or a value depending on the particle numbers used
in the simulation. In this study, the viscosity has been fixed for quasi incompressible water to its kinematic
viscosity, respectively 10-6 m2/s in order to decrease the needed amount of particles.
The continuity equation is then given by:
𝑑𝜌𝑎
𝑑𝑡

= ∑𝑏 𝑚𝑏 𝒗𝑎𝑏 ∙ ∇𝑎 𝑊𝑎𝑏

(3)

Where vab is the velocity difference between particle a and b and Wab is the chosen kernel function. Two
different kernel functions can be chosen in DualSPHysics, the Cubic Spline or the Wendland function. For this
study, Wendland is used by default as it offers greater stability and better convergence, it is also
computationally more convenient [16].

3.

MODEL

3.1 Simulation set-up
A 3D model of the vortex geometry was created initially using CATIA. For higher computational efficiency,
the dimension of the chamber was reduced in the CAD model. Both length and width were reduced where only
low flow velocities occur. This geometrical modification reduces consequently the number of particles but
may add some inaccuracy in the results. The flow eccentricity leading to the vortex flow was maintained.
In order to avoid having a “dead zone” where particles can’t move between the funnel and the chamber’s wall,
the location of the funnel has also been slightly moved away from the wall. This zone is due to the boundary
layer present in DualSPHysics near solid walls. An excessively narrow gap between two walls can lead to a
zone where fluid is trapped (see Figure 8) thus not representing true flow conditions realistically. The minimum
gap is related to SPH smoothing kernel radius. The slight geometrical difference with respect to the real model
geometry allows all over the domain a volume where fluid can flow. In mesh based RANS simulation, this
could be solved by using much finer grid locally.
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A virtual head tank was added to the geometry in order to guarantee a certain realistic inflow boundary
condition during the entire simulation. DualSPHysics has currently not implemented open boundary conditions
(currently only periodic boundary conditions are available). As a specific inlet velocity is required at the vortex
chamber’s entrance, the chosen solution is a head tank with periodic boundary condition which takes the water
from the outlet and puts it back at the top of the tank, similar to the experimental set-up with a closed hydraulic
circuit. A total number of some 1.5 million particles is used. The same flow rate (0 to some 4 l/s) was simulated
as in the physical model. The corresponding head was extracted on a control section crossing the axis of the
vortex core on the approach side (see Figure 8).

Figure 3: Model used for the simulation

To stabilize the flow in the chamber, a sliding gate has been added at the entrance of the vortex chamber.
Multiple sequences of the gate’s movement were tested in order to have a smooth increase of the discharge at
the entrance. This smooth opening is needed in order to vary the height on top of the funnel with regards to
the discharge. The smooth opening allows a quasi-steady flow in the chamber during each determination of
the computed head above the funnel. Transient effects can thus be reduced similar to the physical experiments
that required a certain duration to assure steady state conditions. By determining the water height, the
simulation results can be compared with the experimental results.

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Flow behavior
Like the experiments made in the laboratory, the simulation has been performed for various discharges. During
the simulation, the discharge increased gently until the end of the test. Transient behavior can consequently be
prevented and the water height measurement will be more reliable. For the flow analysis, the simulation has
been divided in three distinct parts:
1. The first part corresponded to the beginning of the simulation where the discharge was not high enough
to generate a vortex. The discharge Q ranges from 1 to approx. 2.5 l/s. In Figure 8, it is possible to
observe the water discharging through the funnel radially where no rotation is present and gravity
dominates the flow. Recirculation can be observed in the pre-chamber. The water that just entered the
chamber hits the opposite wall and creates some counter flow towards the entrance.
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Figure 4: First part of the experiment, at low discharge there is no vortex, water leaves radially over the funnel crest,
and the inflowing jet creates some counter flow towards the entrance. The head extraction position is given 

2. The second part is near the middle of the simulation with a discharge Q around 3 l/s. The vortex has
been generated and its circulation increases as the discharge increases. A distinct vortex core is visible.
The water that comes from the inlet chamber generates a pre-circulation due to the eccentricity of the
geometry. A hydraulic jump can be observed in the chamber which characterizes the quick change of
the water height in the chamber due to the opposite wall. The supply flow towards the funnel is more
uniformly distributed over the flow width. A minor recirculation is also still present in the inlet
channel. Slight water rotation can be observed around the funnel even though the incoming flow goes
towards the funnel instead of around it [5].

Figure 5: Second part of the experiment, the vortex is present, slight water rotation around the funnel occurs, the
inflowing jet is weakened due to the jump in water level (----- line) which allows a more uniform flow towards the
funnel, water still slightly recirculates in the inflow zone

3. The last part of the simulation concerns the vortex at its maximum strength. The discharge Q ranges
from approx. 3.5 to 4 l/s. Due to the rotation of the water, the vortex also rotates on itself and takes a
helicoid shape. Therefore, the vortex core cannot be seen from the top (see Figure 10). The same
phenomena observed previously, a hydraulic jump and recirculation, are present. The low water height
has increased its surface by going more in the direction of the entrance on the chamber’s left side.
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Figure 6: Generation of a strong free-surface vortex, there is a robust water rotation around the funnel, the inflowing jet
is weakened due to the jump in water level (----- line) which allows a uniform flow towards the funnel

4.2 Comparison with experimental
A depth-discharge relationship was generated from the SPH simulation data. The weir and vortex equations
have been used as in the previous base study [3] even with to some extent differing dimensions of the numerical
set-up. The comparison with the experimentally validated equations shows a rather good fit between numerical
and physical simulation, especially the transition phase for Q = 3 l/s is well reproduced which is the most
related to the overall flow behavior. It is clearly visible that the simulation results follow two different
gradients, separating weir flow and vortex flow as described previously. However, the results show that the
simulated values diverge from the theoretical line especially for high discharges.
The effect of the adapted geometry to counteract the previously mentioned constraints of the SPH simulation
cannot be fully disregarded, even if the weir and vortex equations seems applicable nevertheless. There is an
inherent difficulty of computing and extracting flow discharge on the DualSPHysics solver and ParaView post
processing. The values of Q, determined by multiplying the cross-section area with the mean particle velocities
at the gate level, are assessed with more or less precision as particles are not necessarily present all over the
control section because of boundary layer gaps, leading to an estimated error margin for the discharge in the
range of ± 6%. This error margin is mainly due to the occurrence of particles passing the control section area.
A reduced distance between particles involving a much higher number of particles could reduce this
inaccuracy. The exact determination of the head above the funnel is as well a delicate undertaking, as in the
physical experiment. In the physical model, the head discharge tests have been performed with an open vortex
chamber at atmospheric pressure, the water level being monitored with a needle gauche at the most calm
position. In this simulation, the water level has been extracted in ParaView measuring the water surface
elevation on a cross sectional plot at different times. Finally, due to the difficulty in imposing stationary
boundary conditions and time constraints in running SPH, a simulation for each discharge has not been
performed so far, this may introduce uncertainty due to transient effects. Their influence is difficult to quantify.
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Figure 7: Results of the simulation

As far as the authors are aware, this is the first application of SPH simulations to a vortex chamber flow. Some
uncertainty remains due to the various assumptions and approximations, difficulties with data extraction and
definition of control sections as well as required adaptation of geometry compared to the physical set-up of the
vortex chamber. At this stage, these results should be considered with caution and must be confirmed with new
simulations awaiting SPH software improvements. However, based on the good qualitative agreement in the
depth-discharge relationships and the free-surface characteristics, the study clearly exhibits and demonstrates
the potential of the SPH tool in similar future studies.
4.3 Further improvements
With upgraded computational resources allowing models with higher number of particles, greater versatility
in the SPH simulation of the vortex chamber could be achieved. It would also allow an implementation of
simulations for the specific discharge values, leading to stationary flows thus removing uncertainty introduced
from transient effects.
DualSPHysics is currently working on open inlet boundary conditions. In the future and already available in a
-version, the potentially erroneous head tank and sliding gate inlet boundary condition can be replaced by a
better approximation of the real model through a flowrate assigned at the inlet.
In a next steep and already under way, flow simulation of the simpler circular vortex chamber with central exit
hole on the bottom as studied physically and numerically with meshed RANS simulations in [6] is performed.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

This project has shown some encouraging results in the application of SPH to vortex flows in a first time
application. Despite the use of imperfect boundary conditions and discharge calculations, good qualitative
agreements between flow behavior and depth-discharge relationships could be observed for both weir flow
and vortex flow regimes. In particular, the transition could be simulated accurately. This actually shows that
complex free-surface weir and vortex flows can be adequately simulated with DualSPHysics, despite its current
limits and constraints.
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